We previously described an analytical model regarding how human falsetto voice is produced upon interaction between the respiratory airflow and vocal fold motion. This theory highlights the role of an unsteady flow effect---or specifically, convective acceleration of wall motion-induced flow---in inducing a Hopf bifurcation or aerodynamic flutter of vocal folds, reminiscent of falsetto voice production. Importantly, the mucosal wave motion and glottal closure of the vocal folds---typically observed in human modal voice production but absent in falsetto vocalization of high voice pitch---are dispensable in this analytical model. Thus, given its rigorous applicability to high-pitched vocalization, our model may function as a universal physical mechanism underlying the vocalization of not only humans but also other diverse vertebrate animals that share a basic anatomical design. Here we show that the relationship between the vocal frequency and animal body size and mass, derived from the present model, captures the actual features reported elsewhere, thus suggesting that the allometric scaling of animal vocalization is explained theoretically. Moreover, the critical biomechanical conditions that induce the vocalization are rewritten to highlight an intriguing consequence from our model that the voice pitch can be controlled simply and extensively with the mechanical tension in vocal membranes. Furthermore, several dimensionless numbers that characterize the aerodynamic flutter are introduced to shed light on the physical essence of the possible universal mechanism underlying vertebrate animal vocalization: whether the animal prefers to falsetto or modal vocalization is determined by its communication frequency.
Introduction
Vertebrate animals share a basic design of the larynx (or syrinx in the case of birds) (Titze and Riede, 2010; Mergell et al., 1999) . The larynx has a vocal membrane (or vocal folds) that vibrates for sound production upon interaction with respiratory airflow. Different animal species use widely different frequencies for their sound communication (Titze and Riede, 2016) . A close correlation between the vocal fundamental frequency and animal body size was previously described (Ryan and Brenowitz, 1985; Fletcher 2004) , showing that the frequency is inversely proportional to the 0.33-0.4 power of the body mass. The presence of this frequency-scaling rule implies that vertebrates may have a common physical basis that underlies their vocalization.
Bats and dolphins produce ultrasonic sounds for echolocation, but typically the dominant frequencies for conspecific communication range from several ten Hz (e.g., elephants), 500-1,000 Hz (e.g., large birds, cats, monkeys, horses, and dogs; typically, for human falsetto voice, >400 Hz, and human modal voice, 100-400 Hz) to several thousand Hz (e.g., small birds, mice, and frogs) (Ryan and Brenowitz, 1985; Goller and Larsen, 1997; Fletcher 2004; Shen et al., 2008) . Mice also use ultrasonic vocalization, and recently their efficiency in producing the ultrasounds has been implicated in autism spectrum disorder (Kimura et al., 2013) . These fundamental frequencies are determined by the oscillatory motion of the vocal membranes (although see Elemans et al. (2011) for alternative mechanisms). Attempts to simulate physical process for sound production have been reported regarding some species (Fletcher, 1988 (Fletcher, , 2005 Fee et al., 1998; Megell et al., 1999; Gardner et al., 2001; Zaccarelli et al., 2006; Elemans, et al., 2008; Titze and Riede, 2010) . Approaches to these simulations were basically similar to those to the modal phonation of human that has long been studied. In these studies, two key factors---i.e., a steady flow (or the Bernoulli effect) and a wavelike motion of the thick vocal membrane tissue---were often assumed to be present as these two are required for explaining self-excitation of voice-producing oscillations as reviewed below. (Note that "steady" here means that the rate of deformable tissue movement is ignored, but the inertial acceleration of the fluid (i.e., du/dt) can be present even in this "quasi-steady" condition.) However, recent theoretical and experimental studies have demonstrated that the actual flow behavior in an oscillating membrane could significantly differ from that predicted from the steady flow modeling (Krane et al., 2006 (Krane et al., , 2007 Hyakutake et al., 2006; Bertram, 2008; Kniesburges et al., 2011) . In addition, in the human falsetto register with a high vocal frequency, the vocal folds with considerably thinned tissue edges exhibit reciprocal single-degree-of-freedom motions rather than wavelike motions, thus opposing the key factors indispensable in the conventional theoretical approaches (Titze, 1994) .
We then developed an analytical model to characterize vocal fold mechanics at high vocal frequencies in a manner that is more general in terms of fluid mechanics than the previous steady flow approach (Deguchi and Hyakutake, 2009) . Our model was derived from general unsteady, viscous flow equations and successfully demonstrated that vocal folds are self-excited to give rise to a sound upon interaction with the unsteady flow in a manner reminiscent of falsetto voice production even without considering wavelike motions of the vocal membranes. In this model, the flow behavior is characterized by the Strouhal number S t , i.e., a dimensionless quantity, representative of the frequency of interest. At a high S t or specifically a fundamental frequency of 500 Hz in the case considering the human larynx size, an unsteady effect (or more specifically, the convective acceleration of a wall motion-induced flow) reaches, in magnitude, 52% of the steady effect (i.e., the Bernoulli effect) and further exceeds it at a frequency range of more than 900 Hz that is typical for many animal vocalization as described above. In contrast, at 100 Hz, the unsteady effect was, in magnitude, only <10% of the steady effect. Thus, we described that the conventional approach based on the steady Bernoulli flow assumption would not partly be valid for falsetto vocalization (>400 Hz). Thus, the steady flow assumption may be inconsistent as well regarding nonhuman vocalizations with high fundamental frequency ranges. Consequently, the physical mechanism underlying animal vocalization remains unclear.
In our earlier study, we described the critical biomechanical condition for the onset of the human falsetto voice as a function of the voice fundamental frequency, glottal width, vocal fold mass, and other vocal organ-related parameters (Deguchi, 2011) . In physics, dimensionless quantities (such as the Strouhal number and Reynolds number) are useful to capture or classify a phenomenon that is independent of the systems of units employed in their expression. Different systems with different dimensions but with the same description by such dimensionless quantities are physically equivalent. Thus, here we are motivated to describe the critical condition based on dimensionless numbers. In addition, we analytically show that the relationship between the vocal fundamental frequency and animal body size agrees well with a frequency-scaling rule for diverse animals. The critical condition obtained here may capture universal features of diverse animal vocalizations. Before presenting them, we briefly review in the following section physical mechanisms regarding the human phonation (i.e., self-excited oscillation of the vocal folds). We then present and discuss the new analysis in the subsequent sections 3 and 4.
Human falsetto voice production
The source sound of the human voice is produced at the vocal folds in the larynx. In 1958 , van den Berg (1958 discussed mechanisms by which the vocal folds vibrate to create a voice. At that time, the neuro-chronaxic theory was already put forth by Husson (1953) . In this more classical theory, the vocal folds were assumed to burst into oscillations in response to repetitive nerve impulses. Instead, van den Berg's myoelastic-aerodynamic theory posited that vocal fold oscillations were mechanically driven by respiratory airflow from the lungs. It is now well established that self-excited oscillations of the vocal folds arise through mechanical interactions between airflow and vocal fold motion.
The myoelastic-aerodynamic theory raises several key points, which are critical for inducing such self-excited oscillations: the Bernoulli effect, subglottal pressure, open quotient, tissue elasticity, and wavelike motion of the vocal folds. The Bernoulli effect acts on the two facing vocal folds such that they are sucked together to finally collide when the respiratory airflow passes through the narrow glottis. Subglottal pressure represents the pressure at the subglottis (i.e., the entrance to the narrowing glottis). The open quotient represents a parameter that describes the fraction of time during which the glottis is in an open state. His reference to the open quotient implies that van den Berg discussed a modal phonation in which glottal closure occurs intermittently. During this type of vocalization, a wavelike motion arises on the vocal folds, in which one cycle of the glottis starts to open as well as close from the upstream (i.e., the subglottal) side. This phase difference in motion between the upstream and downstream tissues was thought to occur because the airflow blows the elastic vocal fold tissues toward the downstream side. The resulting wavelike motions are called mucosal wave because, anatomically, the vocal fold structure is covered by mucosa consisting of the epithelium and the lamina propria (Hirano, 1974) .
From the above considerations, the self-excitation mechanism---based on the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory---is interpreted as follows: 1) when airflow enters the glottis, the mucous vocal fold tissues are sucked together and finally collide (due to the Bernoulli effect); alternatively, prior to the airflow entering the glottis, the glottis may originally be closed owing to the effects of the adductor muscle activations; 2) a sharp buildup in subglottal pressure is created after the closure of the glottis; 3) increased transglottal pressure (i.e., the sublottal pressure minus the supraglottal pressure) drives the glottis toward the downstream to finally open if the vocal folds are soft enough; 4) the reopened vocal folds eventually shift toward a closing phase owing to the elastic restoring force; during the reopening phase, the glottal pressure may be highly reduced in magnitude because of an abrupt restart of airflow; then, the resulting asymmetric glottal pressure between the closed and reopened phases shifts the glottis to closing phase; 5) the glottis is closed, and process 2, described above, takes place again. Here, the glottal closure is a requirement for the onset of the self-excitation.
In modal voice production, such pronounced glottal closures are actually observed. Thus, the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory seems to well characterize essential features of the human modal voice production. On the other hand, a number of studies that imaged dynamics of falsetto voice production have reported that such glottal closures are not as frequent or complete during falsetto vocalization, resulting in that the airflow escapes continuously at the glottis. Thus, these observations suggest that the mechanism for falsetto voice production may be distinct from that for modal voice production. Titze (1988) explained that the mucosal wave of the vocal folds, even without glottal closure, could cause a net positive energy transfer to trigger self-excitation. During the opening phase, the glottis has a convergent geometry as the vocal folds start to open from the upstream side. In contrast, divergent geometry is displayed during the closing phase. Consequently, the glottal pressure can become higher in the opening phase (where there is a convergent flow path) than during the closing phase (where there is a divergent flow path) due to the Bernoulli effect. This asymmetric pressure functions as a driving force to meet the requirement for positive energy transfer from the airflow to the mucous vocal fold tissues even in the absence of glottal closure. The onset mechanism based on this mucosal wave that propagates toward the downstream is essentially similar to that described in an even earlier study by colleagues (1968, 1972) , who employed a two-mass vocal fold model and the Bernoulli effect.
The mucosal wave theory assumes a steady airflow, as the Bernoulli effect is essential to self-excitation. However, recent experimental and theoretical studies (Hyakutake et al., 2006; Krane et al., 2006 Krane et al., , 2007 Sciamarella et al., 2008; Deguchi et al., 2009 ) have shown that the pressure distributions along the vocal folds in a frequency range of a typical falsetto voice (>400 Hz) are different from those described with the steady flow modeling. Besides, most of available clinical reports that imaged falsetto voice oscillations have described that such wavelike motions---which assure an asymmetric driving force---are often negligibly small in the falsetto register.
Motivated by these controversial points, the present author submitted an alternative model that describes a mechanism of self-excitation that is independent of the glottal closure and mucosal wave . This new theory suggests that flutter---a dynamic instability---arises on the vocal folds owing to an aerodynamic effect, i.e., the convective acceleration of a wall motion-induced flow that is not negligible at high frequencies. This theory is rigorously derived from more general fluid equations for unsteady flows in a deformable tube and precisely captures characteristics of falsetto voice production: specifically, 1) self-excitation does not necessarily require a mucosal wave; 2) our flow descriptions are physically valid even in a high frequency range, typical for a falsetto voice; 3) the qualitative tendencies, such as the effect of changing the fundamental frequency on the phonation threshold, are in good agreement with experimentally reported ones; 4) the estimated threshold lung pressure is quantitatively consistent with previously reported data. Our falsetto voice theory described above may be applicable to vocalization of diverse animals given that their voice has typically high fundamental frequencies. To test this hypothesis in the next section, we derive the relationship between the vocal frequency and body size to compare it to currently available data. We also rewrite the critical condition for the human falsetto voice production using dimensionless quantities. This new expression explicitly reveals essential physical factors for the high-pitched vocalization without vocal membrane closure.
Analysis 3.1 Critical lung pressure required for high-pitched vocalization
We previously analyzed the lung pressure critical for inducing a Hopf bifurcation, reminiscent of the onset of human falsetto voice production (Deguchi, 2011) . We apply this human model to other vertebrate animals having larynx-like vocal organs with mucous, lightweight vocal membranes (Fitch and Hauser, 1995; Fitch and Reby, 2001) . The details for the derivation of the critical equations are described elsewhere for the fluid model (Deguchi and Hyakutake, 2009) and structure model (Deguchi, 2011) , but here we briefly review them using human physiological/anatomical terminology. The geometry for the glottis and its motion are assumed to be symmetrical with respect to the medial axis x (Fig. 1A) ; where x = 0, l c , and l c + l v (= l) are at the subglottis (i.e., the upstream inlet), the entrance of the narrowest constriction, and supraglottis, respectively; where l c and l v are the length of the contracted path and vocal membrane thickness, respectively. Each cross-section of the glottis is rectangular in shape with a constant vocal membrane length l g , normal to the plane of the paper. The glottal half-width, perpendicular to x, is B(x,t) where t is time.
An internal flow within a deformable tube is described by the following equations for the conservations of the mass and momentum, respectively (Cancelli and Pedley, 1985; Pedley and Luo, 1998; Ikeda et al., 2001; Deguchi et al., 2007) , in which the rate of deformable tissue movement is considered:
where P(x,t), U(x,t), ψ, ν, and ρ a are the fluid pressure, fluid velocity, flow separation/vena contracta parameter (Cancelli and Pedley, 1985) , air kinematic viscosity, and air density, respectively. Through the perturbation method (with squared perturbations ignored), integration between x = 0 and l c + l v /2, and scale analyses, we reduce the governing equations to finally obtain the perturbation glottal pressure that is exerted at the center of the constricted vocal membranes (x = l c + l v /2): 
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where lowercase letters, p c , u c , and b c represent perturbations of the pressure, velocity, and half-width at the constriction, respectively; lowercase letters with an overbar represent their time-averaged components; a dot over a variable represents its time derivative; γ and δ are defined as the coefficients of corresponding terms, with the first term γ b c denoting a force due to the convective acceleration of the wall motion-induced flow, and the second term δb c denoting a convective inertial force or the Bernoulli effect. The former unsteady term becomes comparable in magnitude to the latter steady term when the wall moves quick enough to produce a considerable wall motion-induced flow that is distinct from the steady flow determined by the static geometry of the flow channel (Deguchi and Hyakutake, 2009 ). Such considerable unsteady effects cause a phase lag between the pressure p c and motion b c and can meet a requirement for self-excitation of the motion. The equation of motion for the vocal membrane is given as follows with a lumped element representation ( Fig. 1) :
where
, and ζ are the mass, half-width, damping coefficient, spring constant, initial half-width, density, membrane depth, and damping ratio of the vocal membrane at the constriction, respectively, and more specifically the membrane depth d represents an effective tissue portion involved in vibration. Similar to the approach to the perturbation pressure Eq. (3), we obtain the following perturbation equation through a perturbation analysis:
The glottis is so constricted along the main axis that the flow is significantly accelerated at the exit of the constriction in most of mammal species (Riede 2010) . In addition, the time average of the perturbation pressure at the constriction p c is approximately equal to zero (i.e., atmospheric) (Titze, 1988) . With these conditions that are substantially typical for any animal anatomy, we obtain the following boundary conditions:
where P t is the subglottal pressure or the lung pressure described as the total pressure. With a negative coefficient of the second term of Eq. (5) (i.e., negative damping), a dynamic instability or flutter occurs in which a perturbation develops to induce oscillatory divergence (Fung, 1994) . The critical lung pressure for inducing the flutter or falsetto-like vibrations P f , often referred to as phonation threshold pressure (PTP) (Titze, 1988) , is then described as
where F 0 is the vocal fundamental frequency at the onset, which is originally expressed as
in which the numerator within the root represents an effective stiffness of the system as explicitly shown in Eq. (5). F L is an introduced dimensionless number associated with the ease of the flutter, which has a value of >1. Importantly, the Hopf bifurcation or the vocalization onset characterized by Eq. (8) is realized in a manner quantitatively reasonable even without considering mucosal wave motions of the vocal membranes and complete glottal pressure (Deguchi, 2011) ; in other words, the onset occurs in a manner typical for general animal vocalizations with high-pitched voice. Thus, the mechanism described here is realistic as well for other vertebrate animal vocalizations, given similar anatomical structures between humans and other animals possessing highly constricted vocal organs in the airway (Fitch and Hauser, 1995; Fitch and Reby, 2001 ).
The relationship between vocal frequency and body size/mass
To explicitly describe the relationship between animal vocal frequency and its body size/mass, here we replace the spring constant k with alternative parameters that are physiologically/anatomically more relevant. Such parameters include tissue tension T and vocal membrane length l g . Continuous, rather than lumped, tissue fibers that bear tension to sustain vibration run along the length of l g , as with thyroarytenoid muscle fibers or vocal ligaments in the case of humans, which is normal to the coronal plane. Regulation of l g by activation of muscles (predominantly with cricothyroid muscles) concomitantly regulates tension level and in turn controls voice pitch (Titze et al., 1989; . Thus, force balance in the transverse plane (i.e., y-z plane) is considered, in which displacement to the z-direction is assumed to have a sinusoidal curve over the y-direction (Fig. 1B) :
( 1 0 ) This assumption on the specific spatial waveform of the oscillating membrane (with ignorable bending moments) mathematically implies that at the both ends (i.e., at y = 0 and l g that correspond in the case of humans to the anterior commissure and vocal processes, respectively) translational motion is inhibited, but rotational motion is freely allowed.
Here we are discussing small-amplitude oscillations as the introduction of the specific mode of Eq. (10) does not practically lead to a loss of generality. The net tension (i.e., force per the cross-section) in the z-direction that works on an infinitesimal element dy is
( 1 1 ) where θ is the angle between the tissue and the level of z = b i (Fig. 1B) and is assumed to be infinitesimal, with which we obtain together with Eq. (10) the expression on the right side. Given that the cross-sectional area that bears T is dl v (Fig. 1A) , the whole net force in the z-direction is
( 1 2 ) which is responsible for the restoring force in the vocal membrane, and thus the coefficient on the right side must be equal to the spring constant. Thus, from Eq. (9),
which gives a general form of the relationship between the vocal frequency and size of the animal, l g and l v . Ligamentous tension in tissues is typically described by exponential functions (Fung, 1993) , including those for human vocal ligaments (Titze, 1994) :
where a and c are coefficients, and ε is the tensile strain in the tissues. The principal purpose here is to extract power laws in F 0 -body size/mass relationship so that the most quantitatively predominant term is of current interest. When the flutter occurs, the stiffness intrinsic to the vocal membrane (i.e., k) should be higher in magnitude than the Bernoulli effect (i.e., l g l v δ) (Deguchi, 2011) . We therefore ignore the term l g l v δ in Eq. (13) and replace F 0 by F 0 that denotes the representative order of the vocal frequency. Thus, together with Eq. (14),
indicating that the voice pitch is proportional to l g -1 , consequently consistent with a simple string model (Titze et al., 1989; Riede and Titze, 2008) . In other words, the same conclusion or Eq. (15) is obtained as long as the perturbation method is applied to investigate the frequency at the instant of the oscillation onset. The mass density ρ v is likely to be approximately consistent regardless of animal species. Variations in the stress level T among animals are unclear to be exact, but living tissues are reported to typically sustain controlled amounts of stresses because of the adaptive function of constituent cells (Kaunas and Deguchi, 2011) . The consequence thus suggests that the order of the vocal frequency F 0 is related to the inverse of the representative body size parameter l g .
Furthermore, the dependency of the vocal frequency on the strain is described by
suggesting that the voice pitch is highly sensitive to the tensile strain in the tissues, but the dependency is relatively reduced at a high frequency range. The body mass is approximately proportional to the cube of the representative body size (Robinson and Motta, 2002; Mathewson et al., 2014) , and hence
where α and M are a coefficient and the body mass, respectively. To quantitatively investigate the F 0 -body size relationship based on Eq. (15) that considers the predominant terms to evaluate the substantial order of frequency, we used the stress-strain relationship reported for human vocal ligaments in which the stiffness-related coefficients were determined as follows: a = 5.56 kPa and c = 5.15 (Farley, 1994; . The tensile strain and mass density were determined according to data typical for humans, but are likely to approximately relevant to other animals as well: ε = 0.2 and ρ v = 1.0 × 10 3 kg/m 3 . There is only limited information available regarding the vocal membrane length l g in avian phonation studies, but it was chosen previously to be 0.3 cm for songbirds (Zaccarelli et al., 2006) ; additionally, a representative body length for songbirdsis 12.5 cm, and it ranges between ~10-100 cm (Fletcher, 2004) . Based on these reports, here we simply assume a linear relationship between the whole body length and l g ; specifically, the body length is assumed to be 40-folds of l g (i.e., ~12.5/0.3). We then plotted the F 0 -body length curve (blue curve, Fig. 2 ), together with individual data reported previously for songbirds (red dots) (Ryan and Brenowitz, 1985) . As already described above, again, the same Fig. 2 Relationship between the order of the vocal fundamental frequency and body size (blue), together with plot of the reported data on birdsongs (red; Ryan and Brenowitz, 1985) . Deguchi, Journal of Biomechanical Science and Engineering, Vol.11, No.4 (2016) [DOI: 10.1299/jbse.16-00414] conclusion can be obtained as long as the perturbation method is applied to have Eq. (15); but, in other words, the measured features can be well captured by the present model both qualitatively and quantitatively, even without assuming mucosal wave motion and glottal closure, thus suggesting the validity of the present voice allometry model even for other animals. There are available datasets for diverse animals on the F 0 -mass (M) relationship (Ryan and Brenowitz, 1985; Fletcher, 2004) so that the behavior given by Eq. (17) is tested here with a fixed α of 9.13 × 10 -4 m kg -1/3 that is determined to set F 0 to 400 Hz, which is within a standard human falsetto vocalization range, at a body mass of 80 kg, which is also within a standard human weight. The double-logarithmic plot of the F 0 -mass relationship shows a good agreement that covers most of animals (Fig. 3 ).
Dimensionless quantity-based alternative expression of the critical condition
The Strouhal number is described according to Fung (1990) and our previous study (Deguchi and Hyakutake, 2009 ) as
( 1 8 ) The Strouhal number is interpreted to be the ratio of the velocity of the lateral motion ω 0 b i to that of the longitudinal motion u c at the constriction. By substituting F 0 in Eq. (18) into that in Eq. (8), PTP for inducing flutter is rewritten
( 1 9 ) where 2 0 ) which represents the mass ratio of the solid (the numerator) and fluid (denominator) that are effectively associated with the fluid-structure interaction because Ψb i denotes effective half-width of the flow path in the presence of flow separation/vena contracta (Pedley and Luo, 1998) . As the lung pressure P t reaches P f at the onset of vocalization, the flutter/falsetto-associated dimensionless number is written as and another normalized form of the fundamental frequency is written as
F L is by definition >1 as long as the falsetto-like vocalization occurs (Deguchi, 2011) . F L quantifies the relative tendency between falsetto vocalization versus modal vocalization; specifically, F L becomes larger in magnitude when falsetto vocalization is more easily realized, and in contrast approaches to unity when the vocal organ becomes suited to modal vocalization. The ratio of the actual dimensions that determine the solid/fluid masses effectively associated with the voice-producing oscillations (d and Ψb i ) is likely to be similar among animal species of similar anatomy. As M r is thus approximately independent of animals, F L determines S t , and vice versa. In other words, whether the animal prefers to falsetto or modal vocalization is determined by its communication frequency. This consequence provides a basis to test the theory from future extensive experimental approaches over a wide variety of animals.
Discussion Similarity of physical mechanisms between human and other animal vocalizations
Does the present theory explain a common mechanism for animal vocalization? We started our analysis from general equations of unsteady fluid flow and motion Eqs. (1), (2), and (4). Again, note that "unsteady" here means that the rate of deformable tissue movement is taken into consideration, which was ignored in most of previous studies for animal vocalization even though it should matter particularly at high vocal frequencies. The final forms for the critical conditions that induce the onset of vocalization are mathematical consequences of the governing equations, considering small-amplitude oscillations. The critical condition obtained here may thus be applicable to cases of high fundamental frequencies typical for animal vocalization. The critical pressure is quantitatively in good agreement with measurement data for human subjects (Deguchi, 2011) . The conclusion regarding the frequency-animal size/mass relationship is consistent with the reported data (Figs. 2 and 3) . Based on these results, it is reasonable to raise the possibility that the present theory---originally proposed as the mechanism for human falsetto phonation---covers common physical mechanisms underlying vertebrate animal vocalization.
The claim that the animal vocalization is similar to the human falsetto phonation may also be validated from a physiological point of view that in both cases basically single muscle activation is important for laryngeal regulations of the order of the vocal frequency F 0 . More specifically, cricothyroid muscle activation is responsible for the voice pitch regulation in human falsetto phonation, whereas thyroarytenoid muscle is another indispensable muscle required for modal phonation . The vocal frequency in falsetto phonation is simply and effectively regulated by the single muscle activation as described by Eqs. (15) and (16), consistent with experimental reports that the frequency is highly sensitive to the muscle activity (Deguchi and Kawashima, 2008; Riede, 2011) . In contrast, cooperative activations of the two muscles are necessary for modal phonation (Titze, 1994; . Thus simpler regulation of voiced sound property is possible compared to more complicated human modal vocalization, suggesting that the present mechanism may be universally working over a wide variety of animals, which have limited nerve systems for controlling vocalization compared to humans (Suthers et al., 2006) . As rodent ultrasound vocalization has recently been implicated in autism spectrum disorder (Kimura et al., 2013) , it would be interesting to investigate the dependency of the vocal frequency on the neuromuscular control of tension level (or tensile strain) in the vocal membrane, i.e., Eq. (16), in terms of molecular brain science. In fact, some molecules responsible for ultrasound vocalization have been increasingly identified (Scattoni et al., 2008; Sia et al., 2013; Mahrt et al., 2016) .
Our previous study estimated that the effective inertia, ignored in the present study, would exceed the Bernoulli effect at a fundamental frequency of 2,500 Hz and the effective damping at 6,600 Hz (Titze et al., 2016) . These high fundamental frequencies are comparable to a range of animal vocalization. Derivation of the critical condition for vocalization as a function of the effective inertia will be the subject of future investigation.
Aerodynamic flutter in animal biomechanics
Flutter is a dynamic phenomenon in which self-excited oscillation of a body occurs owing to a phase shift between motion and force (Fung, 1994; Walsh, 1995) . Examples in nature include the movement of leaves on trees, or the fluttering of flags and tents by breeze. Flutter can also occur on engineered structures such as aircraft or bridges. Fung stated in his book published in 1990 that, in the animal kingdom, it was not known whether some animals used flutter to their advantage. Given that the present model provides a flutter-based explanation regarding how animal sound is produced, we may posit that the flow-induced flutter is utilized for diverse animals as a common physiological phenomenon. Flutter also arises in thin-walled collapsible biological tubes, such as wheezing during forced expiration, the Korotkov sounds detected during blood pressure measurement, and cervical venous hum (Pedley Luo, 1988) . However, these examples are unlikely to provide any advantage for a biological purpose. In addition, all flutters discussed by the Fung's seminal book were a type of self-excitation in external flow in which a body, placed in an open space, experiences a force from the surrounding fluid without constraints imposed by adjacent surfaces. Thus, the present model may be unique in that an internal flow-induced flutter is utilized to describe a normal biomechanical activity. The Strouhal number defined in Eq. (18) is usually used in external flow problems in order to conventionally characterize oscillating flow mechanisms on a wire experiencing vortex shedding. We extended the application to a flutter in internal flow so that the general descriptions based on the dimensionless quantity in Eq. (19) allow for comparison with experimental and theoretical data on other animals or physical models having different sizes.
In external flow problems, the forces acting on a body are expressed as a function of dimensionless quantities, specifically, the Reynolds, Strouhal, and Mach numbers in addition to the dynamic pressure (Fung, 1990) . Consistent with this knowledge, here we showed that the glottal pressure acting on the vocal membrane, categorized as an internal flow problem, can be described as a function of the Reynolds, Strouhal, and Womesley numbers and dynamic pressure. If aeroelasticity (i.e., the interaction between fluid and structure deformations) is further involved in this phenomenon, additional factors associated with the mechanical properties of the solid structure should also be included in the characterizing equations. F L and M r introduced herein are such factors: the former contains information describing the effective stiffness and damping of the oscillator, while the latter represents the relative contribution of air mass and solid mass involved in the actual vibration for sound generation.
Relationship to other theories
Although described in earlier studies (Deguchi, 2011) , the relationship of the present theory to other theories is discussed here in greater depth. Titze in his original article published in 1988 did not explicitly refer to the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory (van den Berg, 1958) . Meanwhile, his book published in 1994 described how the mucosal wave theory is different from the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory. The difference explained in the more recent article clarifies how the theories partially overlap or are distinct from each other. The following is an excerpt from the Titze's book, describing this difference (pp. 81-82): "In the simple manner stated above, however, the [myoelastic-aerodynamic] theory is inadequate in explaining the important features of self-sustained oscillation. We will see that the mechanism for continuous energy transfer from the airstream to the tissue involves more than the Bernoulli forces alone. These forces by themselves do not distinguish between inward and outward movement of the vocal folds. A special mode of vibration of the tissue, or a coupling to the vocal tract, is needed to allow the Bernoulli forces to lower during glottal closing and to rise during glottal opening. Otherwise, no net energy will be imparted to the tissue, and oscillation will damp out (diminish in back-and-forth movement until the vocal folds come to rest). The subglottal pressure applied to the vocal folds during glottal closure can also serve as a driving force [i] , but this would have nothing to do with aerodynamic (Bernoulli) forces [ii] . Furthermore, the mechanism would apply only to cases in which the vocal folds collide. It is known, however, that oscillation can occur without collision [iii] . Hence, additional insights are needed." The square brackets in the above excerpt were inserted by the present author for clarification of the present discussion, and the references to other literatures were removed. In [i] described above, Titze explained that the subglottal pressure, which increases after glottal closure, could work as a driving force that facilitates oscillations. He then raised two points ([ii] and [iii] ) to rebut the subglottal pressure-based explanation and consequently clarify the distinction between the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory and the mucosal wave theory. Based on [ii] and [iii] , he might insist that the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory does not include the closure-induced rise in subglottal pressure as a driving force, but that he assumed the Bernoulli effect is the only driving force. However, the issue is reconciled if we expand the range of the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory to count the closure-induced subglottal pressure buildup as a driving force. In the original article by van den Berg presenting the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory, there is no statement that the Bernoulli effect was the only driving force. It is likely that van den Berg's primary interest was to show that the origin of the vibration was an airflow-related mechanical event rather than repetitive nerve impulses to rebut the Husson's neuro-chronaxic theory. In his rebuttal, van den Berg raised the importance of the effect of subglottal pressure in addition to the sucking effect by the Bernoulli force. He also mentioned the concept of the open quotient (i.e., the ratio of the duration of the opening phase to the duration of the cycle), from which it is likely that the theory includes the pressure buildup after glottal closure (with a duration of unity minus the open quotient) as a driving force. He also did not limit his theory to a one-mass vocal fold model. Rather, he mentioned the wavelike motion of the vocal folds to compare possible vibration manners between his theory and the opponent neuro-chronaxic theory. Taken these together, the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory already sufficiently explains basic mechanisms regarding how the flow energy is used to initiate the vocal fold vibration for the modal (but not falsetto) voice with glottal closure. Even if one defines the Bernoulli effect as the only driving force in the myoelastic-aerodyamic theory, the steady flow assumption is not applicable to the case of a high fundamental frequency range (Deguchi and Hyakutake, 2009) .
Consequently, the above passage [iii] may clarify the target of the mucosal wave theory distinct from that of the myoelastic-aerodynamic theory. The above passage refers to cases in which glottal closure is absent, such as falsetto vocalization. The absence of glottal closure in the mucosal wave model is not thus regarded as merely a by-product of an approximation invoked for analytical simplicity assuming small amplitude oscillation. A number of available literatures have stated that there is, if at all, only subtle mucosal wave motion during falsetto voice production, suggesting that one-mass models can more simply but adequately capture the mechanics of falsetto vocal fold oscillation. In addition, recent experiments and theoretical considerations have revealed that the steady flow assumption is not valid in high physiological frequency ranges. Thus, the combination of the wavelike motion and the steady flow assumption seem not to be useful for analysis of the falsetto voice production.
The above excerpt from Titze (1994) also mentions of the acoustic coupling with the vocal tract. The present flutter-based theory does not exclude the involvement of the acoustic coupling. However, the threshold lung pressure due to the acoustic coupling derived by Titze (1988) was not a function of the glottal width, while the flow-path width would essentially affect the self-excitation. Thus, the acoustic coupling may only assist in the self-sustenance of the vocal membrane oscillation and development of specific formants but not potentially be critical for the self-excitation or the very onset of the oscillation. Further details were described elsewhere (Deguchi, 2011) . In fact, the interaction with the vocal tract is dispensable for realizing the onset and maintenance of falsetto-like fluid-induced oscillations (Titze, 1994; Fee et al., 1998; Deguchi et al., 2006 Deguchi et al., , 2007 .
